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BACKGROUND OF THE CASE 

This ii a  statutory final-offer interest arbitration proceeding between 

Iowa County and W isconsin Council 40, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, with the matter in 

dispute the terms of a  renewal labor agreement between the parties covering a  

bargaining unit of Courthouse and Social Services emp loyees of the District. 

The parties met in negotiations after their initial exchange of 

proposals o"'Nay 24, 1995, and, after they were ""able to reach full 

agreement, the Union on July 17, 1995, filed a  petition with the W isconsin 

Employment Relations Commission seeking final and bindrng interest arbitration 

of the matter pursuant to Section 111.70(4)(cm)(7), of the WLsconsin Statutes. 

After preliminary investigation by a  member  of its staff, the Commission on 

June 5, 1996 ' issued 
! 

certain findings of fact, conclusions of law, 

certificatioq of results of investigation and an order requiring arbitration, 

and on July 1, 1996 it issued an order appointing arbitrator, directing the 

undersigned to hear and decide the matter.' 

An interest arbitration hearing took place before the undersigned on 

October 31, 1996 in Dodgeville, W isconsin, at which time  both parties received 

full opportunities to present evidence and argument in support of their 
i 

respective positions, and each reserved the right to close with the submission 

of post-hearing briefs and reply briefs; followrng the receLpt and 

distribution/of the briefs and reply briefs, the record was closed by the 

undersigned d" January 23, 1997. 

THE FINAL OFFERS OF THE PARTIES 
I 

The $inal offers of the two parties, hereby incorporated by reference 

into this dejision, may generally be described as follows:' 

(1) &th offers overlap with one another to a  considerable extent, and 
{nly a  few items remain in dispute. 

' A petition of the County objecting to the jurisdiction of the 
Commission td order it to Interest Arbitration was denied by Commission Order 
[Iowa County;: Case 04, No. 52908, INT/ARB-7697, Decision No. 28697 (WERC, 
d/96)1. 

' Purs&nt to the agreement of both parties, the Employer's original 
certified fi&l offer, dated November 28, 1995, was replaced by a  mod ified 
final offer $ated July 8, 1996.  
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(2) The only remaining impasse item in the final offer of the Union 
addresses hours of work for employees of the Land Conservation 
Office, in which connection it had proposed, in part, as follows: 

"There shall be a trial period from April 1 - October 31, 
1996, during which the normal work dya (sic) shall be seven 
(7) hours per day, 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., and the normal 
work week shall be thrity-five (SK) hours per week, Monday 
through Friday . ..Thrs schedule may be continued, after 
October 31, 1996, by mutual agreement of the parties." 

At the arbitration hearing, which took place on the expiration 
date of the above proposed trial period, the Employer refused to 
move the trial period ahead to 1997, and it refused to continue 
the.proposed schedule after October 31, 1996, thus establishing 
that no item remains at unpasse in the final offer of the Union! 

(3) The only remaining impasse items contained in the final offer of 
the Emolover consist of the following: 

(a) Its proposed deletion of the prior President's Day and 
Columbus Day holidays, in exchange for the addition of one 
floating holiday, and full rather than half day holidays on 
Christmas Eve and on Good Friday. 

(b) Its proposed reduction in Employer paid health insurance 
premiums for employees on medical leaves of absence who were 
hired after January 1, 1996. 

(C) Its proposed reduction in Employer contrrbution toward 
health insurance premiums for part-time employees hired 
after January 1, 1996. 

(d) Its proposed effective date of the agreed upon 
reclassification of the Secretary/Clerk/Typist position in 
the Child Support Office to a Child Support Specialist, as 
the later of either the ratification date of this agreement 
or January 1, 1996. 

THE ABBITBAL. CRITERIA 

Section 111.70f41fcm)f7t of the Wisconsin Statutes directs the 

Arbitrator to give weight to the following arbitral criteria: 

a. The lawful authority of the municipal employer. 

b. Stipulations of the parties. 

c. The interests and welfare of the public and the financial ability 
of the unit of government to meet the costs of any proposed 
settlement. 

d. Comparisons of wages, hours and conditions of employment of the 
municipal employees involved in the arbitration proceedings with 
the wages, hours and conditions of employment of other employees 
performing similar services. 

e. Comparisons of wages, hours and conditions of employment of the 
municipal employees involved in the arbitration proceedings with 
the wages, hours and conditions of employment of other employees 
generally in public employment in the same community and in 
comparable communities. 
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f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j- 

Comparisons of wages, hours and conditions of employment of the 
municipal employees involved in the arbitration proceedings with 
the wages, hours and conditions of employment of other employees 
in private employment in the same community and in comparable 
communities. 

The average consumer prices for goods and services, commonly known 
as the cost-of-living. 

The overall compensation presently received by the municipal 
employees, including direct wage compensation, vacation, 
i?ospitalization benefits, the continuity and stability of 

holidays. 

employment, and all other benefits received. 
I 

Fhanges in any of the foregoing circumstances during the pendency 
of the arbitration hearing. 
I 

Such other factors not confined to the foregoing, which are 
normally or traditionally taken into consideration in the 
+termination of wages, hours and conditions of employment through 
yoluntary collective bargaining, mediation, fact-finding, 
prbitration or otherwise between the parties, in the public 
Fervice or in private employment." 

POSITION OF &HE UNION 
I 

In support of the contention that its is the more appropriate of the two 

final offerslibefore the Arbitrator, the Union emphasized the following 

principal co?siderations and arguments. 

(1) 

(2) 

+hat the following introductory facts and observations are 
inaterial and relevant to the outcome of these proceedings. 

i"' 
That the only remaining operative impasse items are 
contained in the final offer of the Employer, and include 
certain changes in paid holidays, reduced health insurance 
during medical and parental leaves for employees hired on or 
after January 1, 1996, and reduced employer contributzon for 

I health and dental insurance premiums for part-time employees 
hired on or after January I, 1996. 

(b) In addressing the statutory criteria, that neither the 
lawful authority of the Employer, the stipulations of the 
parties nor changes during the pendency of the proceedings 
appear to have significance in these proceedings; that the 
principal focus of the Union's case is upon the external 

1 comparison criterion. 

That the Union proposed primary external comparison pool should be 
adopted by the Arbitrator in these proceedings. 

I=, That the Union proposes that the pool consist of the 

I 
counties of Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Grant, Green, 
Lafayette, Richland and Sauk, while that the County differs 
only in its proposed exclusion of Dane County and addition 

I of the cities of Dodgeville and Mineral point. 

f "' That other Iowa County bargaining units have utilized the 
statutory interest arbitration process, with the most recent 

I 
involving Highway Department employees; that Arbitrator 
Richard Tyson utilized the same conparables as are proposed 

I by the Union in the case at hand, while Arbitrator Howard 



Bellman had earlier utilized the counties adjacent to Iowa 
County, and those contiguous thereto.3 

(Cl That interest arbitrators have consistently held that, once 
established, comparability pools should not be disturbed by 
future interest arbitrators.‘ 

(d) That since the comparability pool has been established in 
prior proceedings and since there is no compelling evidence 
to justify its modification, that the Employer's attempts at 
modification of the group should be rejected. 

(=) That Dane County must be included as a primary comparable. 

(i) That Dane and Iowa Counties are not twins, in that 
Dane is larger, wealthier, and more urban; on the 
other hand that both have significant agricultural 
sectors, both share a long common boundary, and the 
only four lane highway in Iowa County connects it to 
Dane county. 

(ii) That Iowa County is part of the greater Dane County 
labor market, as reflected in commuting patterns, 
which shows strong and growing labor market 
interaction between the two counties.5 

(iii) That while no two counties are comparable, to fail to 
include Dane County is to ignore the fact that it is 
immediately contiguous to Iowa County. 

(f) That the cities of Dodgeville and M ineral Point must not be 
included as primary cornparables. 

(i) That these cities have ngver been used as primary 
cornparables in the past. 

3 Citing the contents of Union Exhibit 114, the January 14, 1994 
decision of Arbitrator Tyson, and Union Exhibit 115, the August 15, 1978 
decision of Arbitrator Bellman. 

4 Citing the following arbitral decisions: the December 1983 decision 
of Arbitrator Nichael Rothstein in School District of Marathon, Decision No. 
19898-A; the April 1986 decision of Arbitrator Jay Grenig in Janesville 
School District, Decision No. 22823-A; the July-1985 decision of Arbitrator 
Robert Mueller in Cuba City Board of Education, Decision No. 22267-A; the 
July 1985 decision of Arbitrator Sharon Imes in Tomah Area School District, 
Decision No. 22247-A; the May 1989 decision of Arbitrator Joseph Kerkman in 
Rock County (Sheriffs Deoartmentl, Decision No. 25698-A; the December 1986 
decision of Arbztrator Del Rice in Rock County Decision No. 23688-A; the 
April 1986 decision of Arbitrator Rxhard J. M iller in Port Edwards School 
District, Decision No. 23060; and the October 1989 decision of Arbitrator 
Frederick Kessler in City of Manitowoc IPolice)., Decision No. 26003-A. 

5 Citing the contents of Union Exhibit ic35. 

6 Citing the contents of Union Exhibits #14, #15 and fl8. 
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(4) 
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(ii) That when their inclusion as a primary comparable was 
arbitrally considered in the past, it was ppposed by 
the County and re]ected by the Arbitrator. 

(iii) That a much stronger case for exclusion of the cities 
of Dodgeville and Mineral Point can be made in the 
case at hand, because of the lack of eve" the 
intraindustry comparison of law enforcement officers 
which existed in the case cited inmedIately above. 

(iv) That the functions of city and county government are 
far different, their employees do not work in the same 
'industry," and there is simply no basis for 
considering the cities of Dodgevrlle and/or Mineral 
Point to be included within the primary external 
comparison group in these proceedings. 

That there can be no "inability to pay" arguments advanced in 
these proceedings. In this connection, that the Employer has made 
no mention of such a" issue, the short term costs of the two final 
offers do not significantly differ, and the contents of Union 
Exhibit R15 establish that the County has slgnlfxant additional 
yaxing authority under the law. 

That the crux of the dispute is the County's attempt to improperly 
change the status quo through the arbitration process. 

=) That it is attempting to make sweeping changes in employee 
benefits in the following respects: pro-rating the health 
and dental insurance premiums for part-time employees; 
reducing the number of months during which it pays for the 
health insurance of employees on medical and/or maternity 
leaves; and eliminating two holidays L" favor of making two 
half-day holidays into full holidays and adding one 
additional floating holiday. 

(b) That while interest arbitrators are occasionally faced with 
I attempts by one of the parties to change the status quo, 

they are normally reluctant to accept such changes and, 
absent compelling reasons, 
negotiated status quo.' 

they favor preservation of the 

ic, That arbitrators have normally required satisfaction of a 
three-pronged test in selecting final offers containing 
changes in the status quo ante: first, that the propcslng 

I, party has demonstrated a need for such change; second, if 
50, that the proposing party has provided a quid pro quo for 
the change; and, thrrd, that the presence of the 

' Citidg the contents of Emulover Exhibit 819, the December 17, 1993 
decision of &bitrator Gil Vernon in Iowa Countv (Sheriff's Deuartmentl, Case 
No. 64 No. $6722 MIA-1674, wherein he rejected the inclusion of either 
Mineral Poi.": or Dodgeville in the primary external comparison group. 

"Citiiig the following arbitral decisions: the July 1987 decision of 
Arbitrator ?&len Christianson in Henomonee Falls School District, Dec. NO. 
24142-A; th& March 1991 decrsion of Arbitrator William Petrie in Twin Lakes 
84 School Oi$trict, Dec. NO. 26592-A; the January 1987 decision of Arbitrator 
Byron Yaffe in Waukesha cant Y (Hiahwav Deaartmentl, Dec. NO. 23530-A; the 
decision of Arbitrator Jay Grenlg in Cltv of Greenfield (Public WorksL, Dec. 
No. 22411-A.! 
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prerequisite requirements have been established by clear and 
convincing evidence.' 

Cd) That the County has failed to meet any of the normal 
prerequisites for its proposed changes in the status guo 
ante. 

(5) That the Employer has falled to Justify its proposed changes LR 
the status quo on the payment of health insurance premums. 

(b) 

CC) 

(d) 

(e) 

That of the thirty-one bargaining unit positions, seven are 
part-time; within a relatively short period of time, 
therefore, one quarter of those in the bargaining unit will 
receive reduced benefits. 

That the cost of +nsurance coverage does not justify the 
proposal; in this connection, that insurance premrums,$ave 
increased only moderately over the past sevetal years. 

That external comparrsons do not ]ustlfy the change, in that 
four of the counties in the primary comparison group provide 
the same insurance contributions for both part-time and 
full-time employees, which represents the status quo in 
these proceedings. 

That internal comparisons do not justify the change, in that 
two of four internal bargaining units pro-rate insurance for 
part time employees, and two do not do so; that there has 
been no recent changes in this area, the negotiated 
practices have been in effect for several years, and there 
is no evidence of any problems. 

That the Employer has offered no quid pro quo for its 
proposed change in insurance benefits; in this connection, 
that its increased contribution to the Wisconsin Retirement 
Fund was granted within each of the other bargaining units, 
without linkage to any concession. 

(6) That the Employer has failed to justify its proposed changes to 
the status quo in the area of paid holidays. 

(a) That the Union was certified as the exclusive bargaining 
agent for those in the unit in 1978, this is the first 
interest arbitration between the parties, and it is clear 
that all provisions of the 1994-1995 agreement were the 
product of voluntary negotiations. 

(bl That the inclusion of President's Day and Columbus Day in 
the list of holidays for employees is a matter historically 
regarded as reasonable by the parties, which makes more 
difficult the County's burden of establishing clear and 
convincing evidence of a need for a change in the status 
guo. 

(C) That the County has failed to identify any persuasive basis 
or need for its proposed change in the agreed upon holidays, 
even though none of the external cornparables have Presidents 

' Citing the February 1988 decision of Arbitrator Sherwood Nalamud in 
D.C. Everest Area School District, Dec. No. 24678-A. 

10 Citing the contents of Union Exhibits (30 - 834, which reflect an 
approximate 11% increase in insurance costs between 1993 and 1997. 
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(d) 

(e) 

I 

(,f) 

(g) 

Day or Columbus Day as paid holidays. That while the 
Personnel Cooednator cornplaned that citizens are unable to 
conduct business on these two days, there is no showing that 
the citizenry has been clamoring for a change; indeed, that 
the Union's final offer would enable citizens to conduct 
business for one-half days on Christmas Eve and Good Friday. 

That there is not full comparability wrthin the primary 
intrarndustry comparison group, in that Columbia, Crawford, 
Dane, Green, Richland and Sauk counties have a paid holiday 
on the day after Thanksgiving. 

That while the much smaller Professional bargainrng unit has 
accepted the Employer proposed changes in paid holidays 
effectrve with calendar year 1997, selection of the final 
offer of the County in these proceedrngs would require 
retroactive application of its terms to January 1, 1996, 
thus raising significant problems relating to re-computation 
of straight time F,nd overtrme pay for time worked on the 
changed holidays. 

That the Personnel Coordinator testified that the County's 
non-represented employees have the same holidays which the 
Unron seeks to mantan in these proceedings; that she also 
speculated that should a change be approved for non- 
represented employees, therr holidays would be inconsistent 
with those in the bargaining unit, thus potentially 
complicatrng the scheduling of trials over holiday periods, 
but such speculation should not carry significant weight in 
these proceedings. 

That there is simply nothing in the record which indicates a 
need to change the holidays as proposed by the County in 
these proceedings. 

(7) That the County has failed to justify its proposed changes in 
employer paid health insurance benefits for employees on medical 
leave who were hired after January 1, 1996; as with other 
Employer proposed changes in the status quo, these proposed 
changes are unsupported by any apparent justification, and are 
unsupported by any quid pro quo. 

In summary and conclusion, that the following principal arguments and 

considerations favor arbitral selection of the final offer of the Union in 

these proceedings: the Arbitrator should utilize the external comparables 

urged by the Union; the Employer has failed to demonstrate either d 

compelling need or an appropriate quid pro quo in support of its proposed 

changes in the status quo; and that selection of the Union's final offer is 

justzfled by arbitral consideration of various of the arbrtral crrteria 

contained in Section 111.7014)Icm)f7~ of the Wisconsin Statutes. 

Citing Serns v. WERC, 99 Wis.Zd 266 (1980), and Sduk Countv v. WERC 
and AFSCME, Local Union No. 3148, AFL-CIO, Supreme Court Case NO. 89-2059. 
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In its reply brief, the Union emphasized or re-emphasued the followzng 

principal considerations and arguments. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Contrary to the arguments of the Employer that no appropriate 
bases exist for the inclusion of the caties of Dodgeville and 
Hineral Point vrthin the prrmary intramdustry comparison group: 
that recent statutory changes relied upon by the Employer do not 
apply to the case at hand, and/or that they address local economic 
conditions; that no basis has beeT2establlshed for disregarding 
the decision of Arbitrator Vernon; that there is nothing to 
indicate that Rrbitratorr Vernon's comparabrlity analysis had been 
either issue related or issue dependent; and that the County has 
been to arbitration several times in various bargaining units, and 
never have these two cities been considered as conparables. 

That the county's opposition to the inclusion of Dane County in 
the prunary intraindustry comparison group 1s based upon size, 
whrch should not be determinative; that Dane County, as the 
dominant economic power in South-Central and South-Western 
Wisconsin, must be taken into consideration when determining wages 
and benefits for employees of Iowa County. 

That the County's argument that internal comparisons should 
control the outcome of these proceedings, is contrary to well 
accepted arbitral standards which assign greater weight to such 
arbitral criteria as intraindustry comparisons and bargainrng 
history. 

That the County's holiday pay arguments should not be 
determinative in that there has been no internal holiday 
consistency, that reteoactlve application of the holiday changes 
would cause problems, and that the alleged public difficulties of 
differing holidays within certain bargainrng units was largely the 
product of speculation. 

That the County's medical leave based arguments should not be 
credited for the following reasons: that there is no evidence of 
economic hardship; that if cost savings are involved, it 
establishes the need for an adequate quid pro quo; that the 
claimed need for uniformity is contrary to the fact that the 
negotiated status quo ante in the bargaining unit has existed for 
many years; that alleged upset in other bargaining units should 
be disregarded; that two tiered benefits within a single unit are 
inherently inequitable; and that the contents of the second 
paragraph of Employer proposed Section 12.07 are inherently 
ambiguous and impractical. 

That the County's part-time employee insurance premium proratIon 
proposal, the most important issue in dispute, should not be 
selected for the following reasons: that the Company urged quid 
Pro quo, its increase from 6.2% to 6.5% for the employees' share 
of retirement contributions, was offered to all other County 
employees; contrary t0 the professed need for uniformity, that 
the second and third Largest County bargaining units do not have 
insurance premium proration for part time emp10yees;13 that two 
tiered benefits within a single unit are inherently inequitable; 
and that the evidence relating to private sector comparisons is 

l2 Citing the contents of Emolover Exhibits Rl9, #21 and #22. 

l3 Citing the practices within the Sheriff's Department and the 
Courthouse bargaining units. 
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not persuasive in that it was largfly based on hearsay, end rt 
includes neither an indication of The extent of use of pert time 
empIoyees, 
employment. 

nor any definition of what constitutes part-time 

(7) That the parties are in apparent agreement that the lend 
conservation hours issue has become moot. 

(8) That the Employer's arguments relating to the effective dates of 
reclassifications should not be credited for the following 
reasons: that the County's arguments are inconsistent, confusing 
and/or contradictory in various respects; and that the Union's 
Offer clearly provides for reclassification of the Child Support 
Specialist classification effective January 1, 1996, and for the 
Benefit Specialist reclassification to be effective on the date of 
the arbitration award. 

POSITION OF THE COUNTY 

In support of the contention that its is the more appropriate of the two 

final offw+befoee the Arbitrator, the County emphasized the following 

principal considerations and arguments. 

(1) That the remaining impasse items before the Arbitrator include the 
following items: first, a proposed change in the current schedule 
of paid holidays; second, a proposed change in the medical leave 
of absence language, pertaining to Employer payment of insurance 
premiums for employees hired after January 1, 1996; third, a 
proposed change in the Employer's contribution toward health 
insurance premiums for part-time employees hired after January 1, 
1996; fourth, on what basis the new work schedule for the Land 
Conservation Classification should be contrnued beyond October 31, 
1996; and, fifth, the effective date of the classification of the 
Secretary/Clerk/Typist position in the Child Support Office to a 
Child Support Specialist classification. 

(2) That a threshold issue is arbitral determination of the primary 
pool of externaL cornparables prior to considering the merits of 
the parties' offers. 

G=) That in three prior Iowa County interest arbitrations 
involving other bargaining units, the Arbitrators have 
utilized Columbia, Crawford, Grant, Green, Iowa, Lafayette, 
Richland and Sauk counties as the primary external 
cornparables, to which the Union proposes the addition of 
Dane County and the County proposes the addition of the 
cities of Dodgeville and Mineral Point. 

(b) That the Wisconsin Legislature recently changed Section 
111.7Of4)lcm)f7~ to provide greater weight upon economic 
conditions in the jurisdiction of the municipal employer; 

I that, although not yet applicable when the underlying 
petition was filed, it particularly supports arbitral 
consideration of the Dodgeville and Mineral Point 
comparisons in these proceedings. 

Cy=) That the absence of any wage issue in these proceedings, 
makes arbitral consideration of the Dodgeville and Mineral 
Point paid holiday and insurance premium practices 
particularly useful; that employees of both cities are also 
represented by AFSCME, and they represent approximately 
31.5% of the total county population. 
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(dl That Dane County should not be included among the pri.,,,ary 
external cornparables for the foLlowi"g primary reasons: it 
had a 1995 population of nearly 400,000 as compared to 
21,000 in Iowa County; it had 1995 real estate values 
totalling $18,541,671,555, Versus $842,356,600 for Iowa 
county ; it had per capita l"come nearly 50% higher than 
Iowa county; and that travel patterns between the two 
counties do not support incluslo" of Dane County among the 
primary cornparables. 

(=) That the Arbitrator should give no consideration to Dane 
County in these proceedings. 

(3) Regardless of the composition of the primary external comparables, 
that internal comparisons should control the outcome of these 
arbitration proceedings. 

(a) That the internal Iowa County comparisons are particularly 
compelling when addressing the non-wage issues involved in 
these proceedings. 

(b) That issues pertaining to holidays, leaves of absence, 
insurance for part-time employees, and the effective date of 
a wage reclassification, more closely relate to rows. county 
employees than to external comparisons. 

(=) That arbitral consideration of all internal and external 
comparisons, however, favors selection of the final offer of 
the County in these proceedings. 

(4) I" connection with the paid holidays impasse item, that the 
following considerations should be determinative. 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

(d) 

(e) 

(fl 

That employees in the bargaining unit presently have eleven 
paid holidays, and the County simply proposes deletion of 
Presidents Day and Columbus Day in exchange for full day 
holidays on Christmas Eve and Good Friday, and a" additional 
floating holiday. 

That the principal reason for the Employer proposal is to 
have the paid holiday schedule conform to that for other 
county employees. 

That Personnel Coordinator Annette Goldthorpe testified that 
the varied holiday schedules had bee" causing problems to 
the County in the past, and that having some offices closed 
and others open on certain holidays had generated complaints 
from the public in the past; that acceptance of the final 
offer of the Union, containing varied holidays, would 
generate confusion and disruption to the judicial system. 

That the Employer has undertake" to change the holiday 
schedules for non-represented employees, and employees in 
the Professional Employees bargaining unit have agreed to 
the same holiday schedule proposed by the County in these 
proceedings. 

That the Union presented no reasons for its opposition to 
the proposed change in holidays, and it presented no 
evidence on this issue. 

That those in the bargaining unit are the only employees 
working for the County who have not agreed to a holiday 
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schedule which excludes both Columbus Day and Presidents' 
my.14 

That the holiday proposal of the County is supported by the 
intraindustry cornparables, in that no other such employers 
provrde either Presidents' Day or Columbus Day as paid 
holidays, or two have half day versus full day holidays on 
Christmas Eve and Good Friday; accordingly, that arbitral 
consideration of these external15comparables supports the 
holiday proposal of the County. 

That no Iowa County private employers provide paid holidays 
on either Columbus Day or Presidents' Day; accordingly, 
that arbitration considerati3" of private se@tor cornparables 
supports the holiday proposal of the County. 

I" summary, that the Employer has advanced good reasons in 
support of its holiday proposal, it is not proposing to 
reduce or eliminate the number of paid holidays, and the 
Union has presented no reason for its opposition to this 
proposal. 

(5) Q In connection with the Medical Leave of Absence impasse item, that 
the following considerations should be determinative. 

That the Employer is proposrng reductions in the durations 
of Company paid health insurance premiums for employees on 
unpaid medical leave or parental leave, from maximums of one 
year to a maximums of six months and twelve weeks, 
respectively, for employees hired on or after January 1, 
1996. 

That the underlying bases for the proposed changes are two- 
fold: first, economics, in the form of the County's wish to 
limit its insurance costs for employees on unpaid leaves; 
and, second, in the form of eliminating inconsistency 
between various of the bargaining units of County employees; 
that because the proposal would take away a" existing 
benefit, the County has proposed limiting it to employees 
hired on or after January 1, 1996. 

That the Union has presented no testimony or other evidence 
supporting its opposition to this proposal, or identifying 
any anticipated adverse effects. 

That no other employees in Iowa County bargaining units are 
entitled to mc~re than six months of unpaid medical leaves 
and/or mote than six months of paid insurance during such 
leaves." 

l4 Citing the contents of Em~lover Exhibits #14. #lS. #16 and #26. In 
this connection it acknowledges that Deputy Sheriff's have a totally different 
holiday sche+le, including Columbus Day and Easter Sunday as two of their 
eleven paid holidays; it emphasizes, however, that Deputy Sheriffs are 
scheduled to1lwork 365 days per year, and that their eleven paid holidays are 
the same num+er enjoyed by other County employees. 

l5 Citi.hg the contents of Emulover Exhibit X25. 

" Citing the contents of Emolover Exhibit P26. 

" Citing the contents of Emolover Exhibit #33. 
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(e) Among the intraindustry cornparables, that only those in the 
- bargaining unit receive Employer paid insurance for up to 

one year; that no Iowa County prrvate sector employers 
contacted by the county pay insurance 
twelve week Family Leave Law KLnimum. trp 

rem~uns beyond the 

(f) In summary, that escalating insurance costs, comparisons, 
and the need for greater uniformity within the County, 
particularly support the position of the County on this 
impasse item. 

(6) In connection with the insurance premium proration for part-time 
employees impasse Item, that the following considerations should 
be determinative. 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

That the Employer is proposing proration of health and 
dental insurance premiums for part-time employees hired 
after January 1, 1996. 

That the principal underlying bases for the proposed change 
are economics and the desire for parity among the County's 
part-time employees; that because the proposal would reduce 
an existing benefit, the County has proposed limiting it to 
employees hired on or after January 1, 1996. 

That while no bargaining unit employees hired before January 
1, 1996 will suffer from the change, all of them received 
higher percentage wage incre$$ses than other County employees 
for the same period of time. 

That the Union presented no reasons or evidence in support 
of its opposition to this proposed change; presumably that 
it is opposed due to the reduction of benefits for part-time 
employees. 

That no other Iowa County bargaining unit receives full 
payment of health insurance for part-time employees, and the 
Emplo&er's final offer would provide uniformity in this 
area. 

That a majority of the intraindustry cornparables do not pay 
the full amount of health insurance premiums foe their part- 
time employees.2' 

That only one of eleven Iowa County private employers 
contacted by the Employer, pays the full amy2unt of health 
insurance premiums for part-time employees. 

In summary, that Iowa County is one of the few area 
employers providing both health and dental insurance, that 
part-time bargaining unit employees are the only such 
employees to have the full amounts of their health and 

" Citing the contents of Emdover Exhibits 831, 832 and #33. 

l9 Citing the contents of Emulover Exhibit R34. 

" Citing the contents of Emolover Exhibit 830. 

21 Citing the contents of Emulover Exhibits R27, X28 and #29. 

" Citing the contents of Emulover Exhibit #30. 
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(7) 

(8) 

dental insurance paid by theu employer, that the Employer 
is properly attempting to limit future costs, and that the 
Union's unwillingness to accept thrs change is unreasonable. 

In connection with the new working hours for the Land Conservation 
bmployee impasse irem, that the matter has become moot and the 
County would be prepared to negotiate again on this matter during 
forthcoming contract renewal negotiatrons. 

I" connection with the effective date of reclassification of the 
Secretary/Clerk/Typist position m the Child Support Office to the 
Child Support Specialist classification impasse Item, that the 
following considerations should be determinative. 

iw That while the parties have agreed to the reclassification, 
the effective date of such change remains in dzspute. 

ib) 
iI 

That the parties have agreed to reclassrfy the BenefLts 
Specialist es of the effective date of the arbitration 
award, 

I 
and it is important to have both changes effective on 

the same date; that to have different effectrve dates of 
I agreed upon classification changes could create dissension 

and cqnflict within the bargaining unit. 

'iC) That the Union has presented no reasons or evidence in 

~ 
support of its position in this matter. 

if"' 
I" summary, that it makes no sense'to treat the two 
reclassifications differently, and the Employer's final 
offer on this item would provide uniformity. 

In surqary and conclusion, that the final offer of the Employer should 

be selected for the following principal reasons: the Employer has supplied 

good reasons', for its positions on each of the impasse items, while the Union 

has provided:i virtually no reasons for its positions other than its 

unwillingness to agree; 
I 

that the employees in the bargaining unit are neither 

underpaid "or deprived of benefits that others enjoy; to the contrary, that 

they have recently received the highest percentage wage increases in the 

county, and khey have es good or better holiday, insurance and medical leave 

benefits as fomparable public or private employees; that the Employer's final 

offer will only adversely affect new hires; that adoption of the Union's 

final offer,:due to its unwillingness to agree, would create public confusion 

and irritatipn; and that reclassification of two positions on different dates 

would cause resentment within the bargaining unit. 

In its'reply brief, the Employer emphasized or reemphasized the 

following prfncipal consrdeeations and arguments. 

(1) That the following considerations indicate that Dane County should 
pot be included as one of the primary intrazndustry cornparables: 
no arbitrator has ever established such comparability for this 



(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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bargaining unit; there is no evidence 1" the record that the 
partres had always utilized Dane County as a comparable; a"d that 
the fact that Dane County shares a border wrth Iowa County should 
not be determlnatlve. 

That the titles of Dodgevzlle and Mineral Point should be included 
among the primary intraindustry amparables: that there is no 
evidence to indLcate that they have not bee" utilrzed by the 
parties as comparables 1" the past; that the prror deczsio" of 
Arbitrator Gil Vernon should not be controlling on this matter;23 
and that it is not material that the city workers are not in the 
same "industry" as the workers in the bargaining unit. 

That the Union's arguments that the Employer 1.s attempting EO 
change the status quo, that it is uproper to ask an arbrtrator to 
change the status quo, and that the Employer has d burden to show 
both a need for and a quid pro quo for a change m the status quo 
should not be determinative: that the Employer's offer does not 
constitute a change in the status quo, in that they apply solely 
to persons hued after the expiration of the old agreement; that 
changes in the labor agreement can be made by arbitrators; and, 
eve" if a proposed change in the Status quo is Lnvolved herein, 
the Employer has provided ample ]ustifxation for such change. 

That the proposed changes in health insurance charges are 
justified both by economics and by a need for consistency within 
the County. 

That the proposed leaves of absence changes are Justified by 
economics, by supervisoey considerations, and by a need for 
consistency within the County. 

That the proposed holiday changes are justifred by operational 
uuformrty, econaucs, efficiency and reduction of confusion to 
the public. 

In connection with the quid pro quo arguments of the Unu?n, that 
arbitrators are recently coming to the conclusion that t,he 
economic impact of ever increasing health insurance premiums upon 
employers has reduced the need to support proposed changes with 
quid pro qu~s;'~ that the Employer is proposuq a" adequate quid 
pro quo within the holiday schedule by its offer of two alternate 
holidays in exchange for those eliminated; and that the agreed 
upon higher wage increases within the bargaining unit provide an 
appropriate quid pro quo for the Employer proposed changes. 

That the Union argument relating to problems in implementing 
retroactive changes in holidays is a red herring, in that certain 
items, due to their Very nature, cannot be implemented on a 
retroactive basis, in which case they are implemented on the 
effective date of a" arbitral award. 

23 Citing the contents of EmuloVer Exhibit #lS. 

24 Citing the following arbitral decisions: Arbztrator Rice in Walworth 
County Handica wed Children's Ed. Ed., Dec. No. 27422-A (Nay 1993); 
Arbitrator Oestreicher L" City of Beaver Dam 
26548-A (January 1991); 

(Police DeDartmentl, Dec. NO. 
and Arbrtrator Frxss in Howards Grove School 

District, Dec. No. 43261 INT/ARB-5483 (September 1990). 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Prior to i-caching a decision and rendering an award in these 

proceedings, the undersigned will offer certain preliminary observations 

relative to the nature of the int e-~e.st arbitretion process, the normal 

application of the statutory arbitral criteria in Wisconsin, including the 

makeup of t?e primary intramdustry comparison group, and the significance of 

proposed changes in the status guo ante in the final offer selection process. 

Thereafter the-various individual impasse items will be evaluated on the basis 

of the statutory criteria, and the more appropriate of the two final offers 

will be selected and ordered implemented by the Arbitrator. 

The Nature of the Interest Arbitration Process 

As the undersigned has emphasized in many prior interest proceedings, an 

interest arbitrator operates as an extension of the parties' normal collective 

bargaining process, and his or her normal goal is to attempt to put the 

parties into the same position they would have occupied but for their 

inability to reach complete agreement at the bargaining table. In attempting 

to do so, the arbitrator will closely examine the parties' past practices and 

their negotiations history (both of which fall well within the scope of 

Section 111.70f41tcm)f7)fi) of the Wisconsin Statutes), in the application of 

the other statutory criteria. These principles are well discussed and 

described in the following excerpt from the widely respected and authoritative 

book by Elkouri and Elkouri: 

'"In a similar sense, the function of the interest arbitrator is to 
supplement the collective bargaining process by doing the bargaining for 
both parties after they have failed to reach agreement through their own 
bargaining efforts. Possibly the responsibility of the arbitrator is 
best tinderstood when viewed in that light. This responsibility and the 
attitude of humility that appropriately accompanies it have been 
described by one arbitration board speaking through its chairman, 
Whitley P. McCoy: 

'Arbitration of contract terms differs radically from arbitration 
of grievances. The latter calls for a judicial determination of 
'existing contract rights; the former calls for a determination, 
upon consideration of policy, fairness, and expediency, of what 
the contract rights ought to be. In submitting their case to 
arbitration, the parties have merely extended their negotiations - 
they have left to this Board to determine what they should in 
negotiations, have agreed upon. We take it that the fundamental 
inquiry, as to each issue, is: what should the parties 
'themselves, as reasonable men have agreed to? . . . To repeat, our 
endeavor will be to decide the issues, as upon their evidence, we 
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think reasonable negotiators, regardless of their social or 
ecorromic theor&es might have decided them in the give and take of 
bargaining...' 

The Normal Auolicatlon of the Statutory Criteria 

While the Wisconsin Legislature has not prroritxed the various arbitral 

criteria contained in Section 111.70141(cm)(7L of the Statutes, it 1s widely 

recognized by interest arbitrators everywhere that compar~ons are normally 

the most frequently cited, the most important, and the most persuasive of the 

various arbitrzl criteria, and the most persuasive of these are normally the 

so-called rntraindustry comparrsons. These considerations are addressed as 

follows in the respected book by Irving Bernstein: 

**a. Intraindustrv Comoarisons. The intraindustry comparison is more 
commonly cited than any other form of comparisons, or, for that matter, 
any other criterion. Most important, the weight that it receives is 
clearly preeminent; it leads by a wide margin in the first rankings of 
arbrtrators. Hence there is no risk in concluding that it is of 
paramount importance among the wage-determining standards...."26 

The makeup of the primary intraindustry comparison group within which to 

apply the above described comparisons is frequently in issue, and this is the 

case in these proceedings. I" this connection, both parties agree that such 

group should include Columbia, Crawford, Grant, Green, Iowa, Lafayette, 

RLchland and Sauk counties, but the Union urges the inclusion of Dane County, 

and the Employer urges the inclusion of the cities of Dodgeville and Mineral 

Point. 

Contrary to the thrust of the arguments advanced by the parties, the 

question is not whether Dane County and/or the cities of Dodgeville and/or 

Mineral Point should or should not be totally excluded from consideration, but 

whether they should be included within the primary intraindustry comparison 

group in these proceedings. Various of the criteria contained in Section 

111.70(41(7[ of the Wisconsin Statute broadly mandate arbitral consideration 

of comparisons, but not all such comparisons are entitled to the same weight, 

which was exactly the point implicit in the following observations of 

*' Elkouti, Frank and Edna Asper Elkouri., How Arbitration Works, Bureau 
of National Affairs, Fourth Edition - 1985, pp. 104-105. (footnotes omitted] 

26 Bernstein, Irving, The Arbitration of Wages, University of California 
Press (Berkeley and Los Angeles), 1954, pg. 56. 
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Arbrtrator Tyson in his January 14, 1994 decrsLon and award, wherein he 

co"tA"ued the uie of the same primary intrauldustry comparzson group 

previously identified by Arbitrator Rice in 1987 (1.e.. Columbia, Crawford, 

Grant, Green, Iowa, Lafayette, Richland and Sauk counties): 

"...The arbitrator is inclined not to rnclude Dane County as a primary 
comparable in part because it was not included in the 1987 arbitration 
proceedings (and the Union has not give" evidence of changes in 
circumstances to warrant its inclusion herein) and in part because Uane 
County is different from the other cornparables in these several 
respects. nowever, the Undersigned is cognizant of the strong labor 
market and economic influence of Dane County on the surrounding 
counties, and will therefore give it some consideration. Certainly it 
is at +east as likely to exert a" upward influence on Iowa County wages 
as Grant County will exert downward. 

To conclude, the Arbitrator will use the pool of &mparabLes 
utilized by Arbitrator Rice in his 1987 award, and will give some 
consideration to Dane County as he evaluates the parties' offers."27 

Arbitral reluctance to disregard the parties' bargaining history and to 

adopt the same comparisons utilized in the past, either in their conventional 

bargaining or in interest arbitration, is also well described in the foLlowLng 

additional excerpt from Bernstein's book, wherein he uses the term "wages" L" 

its broad sense: 

"The last of the factors related to the worker is wage history. 
Judged by the behavior of arbitrators, it is the most significant 
consideration in administering the intraindustry comparison, since the 
past w$ge relationship is commonly used to test the validity of other 
qualifications. The Logic of this position is clear: the ultimate 
purpose of the arbitrator to fix wages, not to define the industry, 
change the method of wage payment, and so on. If he discovers that the 
parties have historically based wage changes on just this kind of 
compariF;n, there is virtually nothing to dissuade him from doing so 
again. 

What next of the Employer urged distinction between the previous 

arbitrai determinations of the primary intraindustry comparison group and the 

case at hand, on the basis of the presence of wage disputes in such prior 

arbitrations which are not present in these proceedings? _While this is a" 

rngenious argument, its premise is inconsistent with the statutory criteria 

and its use would generate significant practical difficulties in the interest 

arbitration process. I" these connections it is noted that the criterza 

27 See Union Exhibit #14, the January 14, 1994 decision of Arbitrator 
Richard Tyson in Iowa County (Highway Deoartmentl, WBRC Case NO. 66, NO. 
47057, INT/ARB 6386, at page 11. 

28 The Arbitration of Wac~es, page 66. (footnotes omitted) 
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contained in Section 111.70~40~cm~(71 clearly mandate broad arbitral 

comparisons of the "wages, hours and conditions of employment of the municipal 

employees involved in the arbitration proceedrngs" with those of other groups 

of employees, but they neither provide for nor anticipate the rather 

impractical approach of requiring separate comparrsons among separate groups, 

for separate impasse items!2Q 

Without unnecessary elaboration, the undersign&d will note at this 

juncture that neither party has established a sufficiently persuasive basis to 

justify arbiteal modification of the primary zntraindustry comparison group 

previously used in Iowa County interest arbitrations, and reflected u the 

prior decisions of Arbitrators Rice, Tyson and Vernon. Accordingly, and for 

the purpose of these proceedings, this group will continue to consist of 

Columbia, Crawford, Grant, Green, Iowa, Lafayette, Richland and Sauk counties, 

and Dane County, Dodgeville and Nineral Point comparisons will be given only 

such weight as may be otherwise appropriate under the Wisconsin Statutes.30 

Status Ouo Considerations 

Interest arbitrators faced with demands for changes in the negotiated 

status quo ante, normally require the proponent of change to demonstrate that 

a legitimate problem exists which requires attention, that the disputed 

proposal or proposals reasonably address the problem. and that the proposed 

change is accompanied by an appropriate quid pro quo. In this case the 

undersigned is faced with the arguments of the Union that the County, as the 

proponent of various changes in the status quo ante, must meet these tests, 

while the County has presented various alternative arguments to the effect 

that it has proposed no changes in the status quo, and/or that no quid pro 

qUoS are needed in support of its proposed changes, and/or that it has 

" Such piecemeal separate comparisons, using different comparison 
groups for wages and for benefits, would also be contrary to the apparent 
intention underlying Section 111.70(4)tcm)17\(h~ of the Wisconsin Statutes, 
which mandates arbitral consideration of the overall compensation presently 
received by municipal employees. 

3o Despite the Employer's argument that no previous arbitrator had ever 
established the primary intraindustry comparison pool for the same bargaining 
unit involved in these proceedrngs, the previous arbitral determrnations 
remain very persuasive in these proceedings. 
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established the requisite appropriate bases for the selection of its final 

offer, including any appropriate quid pro quos. 

The significance of the status quo ante has frequently been consrdered 

in the WiscoiIsin interest arbitration processes, including the following 

excerpts and quotations from various prior decisions by the undersigned: 

:;...und@rLying principles governrng the handling of proposed 
changes in the status quo in the public sector have previously been 
addressed as follows by the undersigned: 

'Certain important considerations must be kept in mind in 
$ddressi.ng status quo questions in the interest arbitration 
pr*CWS. It must be recognized that there is a significant 
distinction between private sector interest impasses, where the 
&ties have the future right to strike or to lock out in support 
of thez bargaining goals, versus public sector impasses, where 
<he parties lack the right to undertake strikes or lockouts. A 
yomplete refusal to allow xnovations or to consider changes in 
fhe status quo in the Latter context, would operate to prevent 
unions from gaining the progressive and innovative changes 
qchieved by their private sector counterparts in across the table 
Qargaining, and such a refusal would also operate to prevent 
public sector employers from gaining important changes through the 
Sollective bargainrng process, which changes have already been 
enjoyed by certain private and/or public sector counterparts. 

)I The distinction between the public and the private sector 
interest arbitratron processes, and the need for greater arbitral 
flexibility in consideration of proposed innovation or changes in 
$he status quo in public sector disputes, where the parties lack 
fhe ability to strike or to lock out, has been addressed as 
follows by Arbitrator Howard S. Block: 

'One of the most compelling reasons which makes it 
necessary for neutrals in public sector disputes to strike 
out on their own is the dearth of public bargaining history. 
The main citadels of unionism in private industry have a 
continuity of bargaining history going back to the 1930s. 
Public sector collective bargaining, on the other hand, is 
still a fledgling growth. In many instances its existence 
is the result of an unspectacular transition of unaffiliated 
career organizations responding to competition from AFL-CIO 
affiliates. As we know, a principal guideline for resolving 
interest disputes in the private sector is prevailing 
industry practice -- a guideline expressed with exceptional 
clarity by one arbitrator as follows: 

'The role of interest arbitration in such a situation 
must be clearly understood. Arbitratron in essence, 
LS a quasi-]udxlal, not a legislative process. This 
implies the essentiality of objectivity -- the 
reliance on a set of tested and established 
guidelines. 

'In this contract making process, the arbitrator must 
resist any temptation to innovate, to plow new ground 
of his own choosing. He is committed to producing a 
contract which the parties themselves might have 
reached in the absence of the extraordinary pressures 
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which led to the exhaustion of their traditional 
remedres. 

'The arbitrator attempts to accomplish this objective 
by first understanding the nature and character of 
past agreements reached in a comparable area of the 
industry and in the firm. He must then carry forward 
the spirit and framework of past accommodatrons unto 
the drspute before him. It is not necessary or even 
desirable that he approve what has taken place in the 
past but only that he understand the character of 
established practices and rigorously avoid giving to 
either party that which they could not have secured at 
the bargaining table.' 

Viewed in the light of the foregoing principles, the public 
sector neutral, I submit, does not wander in an unchartered 
field even though he must at times adopt an approach 
diametrically opposite to that used in the private sector. 
More often than in the private sector, he must be 
innovative; he must plow new ground. He cannot function as 
a lifeless mirror reflecting precollective negotiation 
practice which management may yearn to perpetuate but which 
are the target of multitudes of public employees in revolt.' 

Although Arbitrator Block was principally addressing 
employer resistance to union requested change or innovation in d 
context in which the union lacked the ability to strike, the 
principle has equal application to the situation where an employer 
is proposing innovation or change, which is being resisted by a 
union. If public neutrals were precluded from recognizing change 
or innovation, the matter could not be rectified by the parties rn 
their next negotiations, at which time they had the power to 
undertake economic action in support of their demands! A union 
dedicated to avoidance of change in a context where all impasses 
moved to binding interest arbitration, rather than being open to 
strikes and lockouts, could forever preclude an employer from 
achieving change, even where it was desirable or necessary, and/or 
where the change had achieved substantial acceptance 
elsewhere.'f/n 

Wisconsin public sector statutory interest arbitrators have 
recognized the occasional need for innovation or for change in the 
status quo ante, provided that the proponent of such change or 
innovation has demonstrated that a lesitimate Droblem exists which 
reauires attention and that the disDuted D?ZODOSF~ reasonablv addresses 
the D roblem. The Wisconsin interest arbitrator, operating as an 
extension of the contract negotiations process, normally attempts to 
place the parties into the same position they would have reached over 
the bargaining table had they been able to agree, and an appropriate 
auid DTO ouo may be required to justify the proposed elimination of or 
substantial change in an established, existing and defined policy or 
benefit; the rationale for the so-called quid pro quo requirement LS 
that neither party should gain either the elimination of or a 
substantial change in a previously negotiated policy or benefit, without 
having advanced a bargaining quid pro quo equivalent to that which 
normally would have evolved from the give and take of conventional 
bargaining. It would be very difficult, for example, for either party 
to justify the elimination or the substantial modification of a recently 
negotiated policy or benefit, unless a very persuasrve caSe had been 
made. In an earlier school district interest arbitration, for example, 
the undersigned addressed as follows an employer proposed elimination of 
a compacted Salary schedule for teachers that had been agreed upon in 
the immediately preceding negotiatrons: 
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'What the" of the arguments of the Employer that Ita agreement 
to a compacted salary schedule in negotiations for the 1983-84 
agreement does not represent the status PO, that the agreement 
was reached Out of fatigue rather than conviction, and that the 
'negotiations history showed a lack of understanding of the full 
'implications of the compacted salary schedule dt the time of the 
agreement, What of the countervarling arguments of the 
Assocration that the compacted schedule does represent the status 
quo, that it was agreed upon only after full dlscusszon and 
ixplanation between the parties, a.ld that the new salary schedule 
yyas the product of considerable give and take in the negotiations 
peocess? 

8; After a full examination of the record I" these proceedings, 
the Arbrtrator has reached the preliminary conclusion that the 
Fompacted salary schedule which was voluntarily agreed upon by the 
parties in the negotiations leading to the 1983-84 renewal 
agreement, was the product of full discussion between the parties, 
$rd not evolve from any apparent mxconceptions or mistakes, and 
apparently represented compromise by the partxes in the normal 
give and take of bargaining. These ~o”clus~o”s are rather clearly 
indicated by the comprehensive minutes of the partlea' eighteen 
hegotiatlons meetings that preceded the 1983-84 agreement. In 
reviewing these minutes the Arbitrator particularly noted the fact 
fhat the Association's salary schedule proposal was flrst 
presented to the Employer on April 20, 1983 and, after many 
intervenrng meetings, was adopted on October 3. 1983; the mrnutes 
clearly indicate certain changes of position by the parties, 
predicated upon acceptance or non-acceptance of the proposed 
salary schedule. 

Having preliminarily concluded that the compacted salary 
schedule properly represents the previously negotiated status quo, 
has the Employer presented the requisite persuasive case for 
Brbitral revision of the schedule? The District urged comparisons 
dealing with percentage relationships at various points in its 
proposed salary schedule, are simply unpersuasive in the dispute 
at hand, as are the relative rankings within the suggested 
comparison group. Had the ranking and the percentage figures been 
presented at a point in time when the Employer was protesting a 
Tuggested movement into a compacted salary schedule, the data 
would have bee" material and hLghly relevant to the outcome. In 
the situation at hand, however, the Arbitrator is called upon to 
deal with a situation where the parties comprehensively modified 
the salary schedule during a series of eighteen negotiations 
meetings just a single year prior to the effective date of the 
r;enewal negotiations leading to the matter in dispute in these 
proceedings. It simply would take a far more persuasive case than 
<he arguments advanced by the District, to justify arbitral 
abandonment of the negotiated settlement of the parties from the 
prior year.'f/" 

What, however, of the situation where the coats and/or the 
substadce of a long standing policy or benefit have substantially 
changed over a" extended perlad of trme, to the extent that they no 
longer Ireflect the conditions present at their inception? Just as 
co"ven&.onally negotiated labor agreements must evolve and change in 
respo"$e to changing external circumstances which are of mutual concern, 
Wiscondin interest arbitrators must address similar considerations 
pursuadt to the requirements of Section 111.70 14)(cm)(7)li[ of the 
Wiscons'in Statutes; in such circumstances, the proponent of change must 
establ$sh that a significant and unanticipated problem exists and that 
the proposed change reasonably addresses the problem, but it is 
difficdlt to conclude that a bargaining quid pro quo should be required 
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to correct a mutual oroblem which was "either anticipated "or previously 
bargained-about by the parties. While comparisons should not alone 
justify movement away from the negotiated status quo, if it has been 
established that the requisite significant and unanticipated problem 
exists, arbitral examination of cornparables can go a long way toward 
establishing the reasonableness of a proposal for change. 

The parties agreed upon the ten year maximum period of Employer 
payment of unreduced health care premiums for early retirees in the late 
19709, but the meteoric escalation in the cost of health rnsurance since 
that time has exceeded all reasonable expectations, and the immediate 
prospect for future escalation is also significantly higher than could 
have been anticipated by either party some twelve or thirteen years ago. 
I" short, the situation represents a significant mutual problem, and It 
1s clearly distinguishable from a situation where one party is merely 
attempting to change a recent1 bargained for and/or a stable polxy or 
benefit for its own purposes." 3; 

As emphasized above, therefore, interest arbitrators operate as 

extensions of the bargaining processes, they normally attempt to put parties 

into the same position they would have occupied but for their Lnability to 

reach agreement at the table, in so doing they closely consider the status quo 

ante, and they avoid substzcuting themselves for the bargaining process by 

giving either party what they would not have been able to achieve at the 

bargaining table. As urged by the Employer in these proceedings, however, in 

public Sector interest disputes, arbitrators must be somewhat more flexible in 

considering demands for change from the parties; to completely reject 

innovation/change would be to doom its proponent from ever gaining such 

goal(s) in either conventional negotiations or in any statutory interest 

arbitration process, even though such innovation/change was fully justified by 

other considerations. Eve" in dealing with such public sector interest 

disputes, however, arbitrators normally require a persuaszve basis to be 

established in support of any demand to add new language and/or new or 

innovative benefits, and some form of quid pro quo may also be required in 

support of the selection of an offer containing significant changes or 

innovations; in addressing the quid pro quo element, interest neutrals should 

" See the decxion of the undersigned in Alooma School District, WERC 
case 18, NO. 46716, INTjARB-6278, November 10, 1992, pp. 22-25, which includes 
quotations from these prior sources: Mukwonauo School District, WBRC Case 39, 
NO. 39879, INT/ARB-4705, December 15, 1988, pp. 24-26 (quoting Block, Howard 
S., Criteria in Public Sector Interest Diswtes, Reprint No. 230, Institute of 
Industrial Relations, University of California, Los Angeles, California, 1972, 
PP. 164-165, and Des Moines Transit, 38 LA 666); and Joint School District 
Number 1, Towns of Wheatland. Brishton. Randall and Salem, Wxconsin, WERC 
Case 5, No. 33613, NED/ARE-2869, July 8, 1985, pp. 11-12. 
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consider the type of give and take bargaining which might have enabled the 

parties to have.voluntarily reached agreement 6" the disputed item(s). I" 

applying thege principles to the case at hand, it is noted that the County, as 

the proponent of change, bears both the burden of proof and the risk of non- 

persuasiiin. 

What first of the Employer's arguments that the proposed changes in the 

areas of paid holidays and Employer paid health care insurance premiums do not 

represent changes in the status quo ante for two reasons: first, that its 

paid holiday~proposal retains eleven paid holidays, the same number as 

provided in ihe expired agreement, and it does not entail a reduction in 

benefits; and, second, that its proposed changes in Employer paid health care 

premiums for part-time employees and/or those on leave was applicable only to 

those hired on or after January 1, 1996, thus having no effect on incumbent 

employees? In these respects the undersigned finds the following 

considerations to be determinative: 

(1) The Employer, while proposing retention of eleven paid holidays 
for those in the bargaining unit, would reduce from thirteen to 
ten the number of days on which specifically designated holidays 
are to be celebrated; such proposal would, therefore, reduce the 
number of days on which designated holidays are celebrated and on 
which overtime pay could be earned, thus somewhat reducing the 
previously negotiated economic bey:fits and protections due the 
employees in the bargaining unit. Despite the Employer proposed 
retention of eleven paid holidays, therefore, the undersigned has 
preliminarily concluded that its proposal is not a mere neutral 
modification of the holiday schedule, and that it must establish 
the normal bases for such a proposed change in the status quo 
ante. 

(2) The Employer is correct that no employee on the payroll prior to 
January 1, 1996 would be hurt by its proposed reductions in paid 
health and/or dental insurance benefits for employees on extended 
leaves and/or future part-time employees; its argument that no 
Fhange in the status guo is thus being proposed, however, is a 
specious one, in that it represents real and significant future 
reductions in benefits within the bargaining unit, and the 
introduction of a two tiered benefits structure, which constitute 
significant changes in the negotiated status quo ante. Despite 
its arguments to the contrary, therefore, the undersigned has 
preliminarily concluded that the Employer is also proposing 
changes in the status quo ante in this area, and that it must 
establish the normal bases for such a change. 

32 By way of hypothetical example, a" employee who took a so-called 
floating holiday need not be replaced at holiday overtime rate, and employees 
required to work on Columbus Day and/or on Presidents' Day would no longer be 
working on designated holidays. 
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In connection with the paid holidays ~?passe ztem, the undersigned notes 

that even if the Employer's arguments that non-uniformity in the celebratron 

of paid holidays is a significant problem and that its proposal reasonably 

addresses the problem are fully credited, the previous schedule of half day 

and full day holidays evolved from the give and take of bargaining between the 

parties, and it should not normally be modified in arbitration, without the 

normal type of quid pro quo which would have been required at the bargainrng 

table. 

In connection with the employer paid health insurance premium impasse 

items, even if the Employer's argument that the rising health care costs are a 

significant problem is fully credited, and even if its more tenuous argument 

that a two tiered program of reducing such premium payments for part-time 

employees and for those on extended Leaves of absence reasonably addresses the 

problem, the matter of an appropriate quid pro quo remains. While the 

Employer is quite correct that arbitrators are sometimes prepared to select 

final offers containing cost-sharing or cost reductions in health care without 

the normal quid pro quo, such cases normally fall within the "unanticipated 

and mutual problem caregory" previously addressed by the undersigned as 

referenced in footnote t31 above, and they are distinguishable from the case 

at hand. On these bases, the Arbitrator has preliminarily concluded that the 

paid health insurance premium impasse items fall within the normal category of 

proposed changes in the status quo ante, and require the type of quid pro quo 

which would normally have been required at the bargaining table. 

What next of the Employer's contention that it bad provided an 

appropriate quid pro quo through its agreement to higher wage increases for 

those in the bargaining unit? In this connection it relied upon the contents 

of Emolovee Exhibit 534 showing the following combined 1996-1997 wage 

increases within the various bargaining units of County employees: Sheriff's 

Department - 6.29%; Highway Department - 8.31%; Professional Unit 8.33%; 
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and Courthouse Unit 9.4S%.33 The undersigned finds this argument unpersuasive 

for the following principal reasons: 

(1) There is nothing in the record to support the conclusion that the 
wage settlement had been either proposed or agreed upon by the 
parties as including a quid pro quo for acceptance of the Employer 
proposed changes in paid holidays and/or in employer paid health 
insurance. 

(2) As described earlier, the most persuasrve evidence of the 
appropriateness of a particular wage level is normally gleaned 
from intraindustry comparisons, rather than lnterna.1 comparisons 
of employees performing non comparable jobs. There is nothing in 
the record, however, to allow the undersigned to readily consider 
comparable levels of wages and/or wage increases within the 
primary intraindustry comparison group defined earlier. 

(3) The evidence in the record does not address the sufficiency of the 
Employer claimed quid pro quo. 

On the above descrrbed bases, the Arbitrator has preliminarily concluded 

that the Empfoyer has failed to establish the existence of an appropriate quid 

pro quo in support of its proposed changes in the negotiated status quo ante, 

thus failing to fully meet the normal criteria normally considered by interest 

arbitrators in determining the propriety of such proposed changes.w 

The Imuasse Over Hours of Work in the Land Conservation Office 

Although this item remains a part of the certified final offer of the 

Union, both ljarties at least tacitly agreed and urged in their briefs that it 

had become moot by virtue of its contents and the passage of time. 

Accordingly,, the undersigned has preliminarily concluded that arbitral 

consideration of this impasse item does not favor the position of either party 

in the final offer selection process. 

The Disuute Over the Effective Date of the Reclassification of the 
Secretarv/Clerk/Tvuist Position in the Child SuoDort Office 

In this area the undersigned is initially faced with the necessity of 

determining the presence or absence of an xnpasse item in this area. In its 

33 The comparisons on this exhibit measure total lift over two years, 
with the lower two year aggregate percentages received within the Sheriff's 
Department obviously at least partially attributable to the fact that these 
increases were fully paid effective January 1 of each year, while the split 
increases received within the other bargaining units were partially paid on 
January 1 and October I of each year. 

34 The criteria for arbitral evaluation of the propriety of proposed 
changes in the negotiates status quo ante, fall well within the scope of 
Section l11..70f4~~cm)17~l1~ of the Wisconsin Statutes. 

: 
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final offer the Employer proposed that the effective date of the parties' 

agreed upon reclassification of the Secretary/Clerk/Typist position in the 

Child Support Office to a Child Support Specialist Classification, should be 

the later of the ratification date of the agreement or January I, 1996. In 

this connection the parties drffer as follows: the Employer equates the 

ratzfication date of the agreement terminology with the date of the arbitral 

award in these proceedings, and urges that the reclassifxatron become 

effective on the date of the arbitral award; the Union submits that the 

ratifzcatlon date of the agreement termuology refers to the final step in 

approving a tentative agreement reached at the bargainrng table, rather than 

the date of an arbitral award which requires no ratzficatian. 

When an arbitrator is faced with the need to determine the intended 

meaning of a certified final offer, he or she will follow the principle that 

clear and unambiguous language speaks for itself and determines its intended 

application. In applying this principle to the language contained in the 

Employer's final offer, it is clear that a January 1, 1996 effective date far 

the reclassification is proposed, except in the event of a later ratification 

date. Since the date of an arbiteal award is not the same as the date of 

ratification, and since the Employer did not propose an exception to the 

January 1, 1996 effective date for a later arbitral award, the undersigned has 

preliminarily concluded that the effective date of the reclassification would 

be January 1, 1996 under either of the two final offers and, therefore, that 

no impasse exists in this area. 

The Imoasse Over Paid Holidays 

As previously discussed, the relative weight to be placed upon various 

external and internal comparisons may vary with the impasse item under 

consideration and the circumstances peculiar to each case, and the case at 

hand very well illustrates this point. In this connection, external 

intraindustry comparisons may persuasively rndlcate the number of paid 

holidays to be provided, while internal cornparables may persuasively identify 

when such holidays should be celebrated. 
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(1) Arbitral examination of the record indicates that those in the 
bargalnlng unit are very competitive within the intraudustry 
cornparables in the number of paid holidays received each yea=.35 

(2) The Employer's desire for znternal uniformity in the celebratzon 
df paid holidays is quite understandable, however, and an 
examination of the internal cornparables supports the Employer's 
contention that continuation of the status guo ante would 
represent a legitimate problem, which problem is reasonably 
addressed in its propo~al.~~ 

On thejabove described bases the Impartial Arbitrator has preliminarily 

concluded thet consideration of the internal comparison criterion favors the 

selection of;,the final offer of the Employer in the paid hol'iday impasse item, 

and had it p&posed and identified an appropriate quid pro quo for the limited 
I' 

economic impjct of its proposed change in this area of paid holidays, the 

record wouldjhave favored its position on this impasse item. Its failure to 

do so, howev$r, establishes that the position of the Union is favored on this 

impasse item: 

The ImDasses Over Proration of Paid Health Insurance Premiums 
for P&t-Time Emplovees, and Over Emulover Paid Health 
Insurance Premiums for Emolovees on Leaves of Absence 

The principal remaining evidence relating to these impasse items include 

intraindustry comparisons, uternal comparisons and other external 

comparisons. !; 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Emulover Exhibit #27 compares health insurance coverage provided 
for part-time employees by the intraindustry cornparables, and 
'indicating that Crawford, Grant and Iowa Counties pay foe such 
'insurance premiums in full, and that at least five others pay for 
'bortions of such insurance on a pro-rated basis.37 
II 
EmDlover Exhibit #28 indicates that only Columbus County, among 
the intraindustry cornparables, pays for dental insurance for part- 
time employees, and it does so on a pro-rated basis. 

Emplover Exhibits #31, #32 and #33 indicate that at least six of 
the eight intraindustry cornparables provide for some form of 
'kandatory and/or discretionary payment of health insurance Costs 
!for employees on leaves of absence, and establish that the status 

18 
35 EmDlOver Exhibit #25 indicates that one such comparable provides 11.5 

paid holidays, one comparable other than Iowa County provides 11.0 paid 
holidays, one comparable provides ten paid holidays, and the remaining four 
cornparables Fprovide nine paid holidays. 

I 
36 See'the internal holiday pay comparisons contained LI? Emulover 

Exhibit # 26., 

37 A question exists in the notes of the undersigned relative to pro- 
ration of s&h insurance premiums by Lafayette County. 
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quo within the bargaining unit is much better than provided by the 
cornparables. 

L4 1 Emulover Exhibit 833 examines various internal and private sector 
comparisons, and shows that "on-represented employees have up to a 
maximum of one year of paid health rnsurance for those on leaves 
of absence, reportedly, however, subject to change effective 
January 1, 1997, and employees within Bloomfield Hanor enjoy only 
the twelve weeks of paid health insurance provided for by federal 
family leave legislation. Within the Professional Employees 
bargaining unit, the Highway Department bargaining u"Lt and the 
Sheriff's Department bargaining unit, employees have up to 6 
months of paid health insurance for those on leaves of absence. 

This exhibit also indicates that various other area employees have 
varying practices, none of which provide paid health insurance for 
up to the twelve month period provided within the bargaining unrt. 

The above described evidence rather clearly indicates that both part- 

time and full time employees in the bargaining unit enjoy the benefits of 

Employer pad health insurance premiums that are significantly better 1" 

various respects than provided by intraindustry cornparables, by internal 

cornparables and/or by miscellaneous private sector employees located in the 

same geographic area. Indeed, if the Union were now first seeking full 

Employer payment of health insurance premiums for part-time employees and/or 

continued Employer payment of such premiums for up to one year for employees 

on leaves of absence, arbitral consideration of the above comparisons would 

not support its position. The parties are not, however, dealing with the 

introduction of or improvement in previous benefits, but with the propriety of 

a" employer proposal to reduce certain benefits below the previously 

negotiated status QUO, and there is nothing to indicate that the comparisons 

referenced above were any different when the parties initially negotiated 

and/or renewed their agreement to the benefits in question. Stated simply, 

such ongoing comparisons cannot alone provide a persuasive basis for change in 

the previously negotiated status guo ante; eve" if they had provided a basis 

for possible change, the reasonableness of its proposed two tiered system 

would have remained in question, and the Employer's failure to provide a." 

appropriate quid pro quo in support of the proposed changes would still have 

been determinative. Accordingly, the referenced comparisons cannot be 

assigned determinative weight in these proceedi"gs. 
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Summarv of Prelimlnarv Conclusrons 

As addrbssed 1n greater detail above, the Impartial Arbitrator has 

reached the fbllowing summarized, principal preliminary conclusions. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Prior t0 reaching d decision and rendering an award in these 
proceedings, the Arbitrator will offer certain preliminary 
o+ervations vath respect to the specific impasse items m issue, 
the nature of the interest arbitration process, the normal 
arbitral applxation of the statutory arbitral criteria in 
Wisconsin, including the makeup of the prunary intraindustry 
comparison group, and the significance of the proposed changes m 
the status guo ante in the fIna offer selection process; 
thereafter, the various znpasse items 1.1111 be evaluated on the 
b@ls of the statutory cnteria, and the more approprute of the 
tyo final offers will be selected and ordered implemented by the 
parties. 

The primary focus of a Wisconsrn interest arbitrator is to attempt 
to put the parties into the same position they would have occupied 
but for their inability to achieve a complete settlement at the 
bargaining table. 

Although the Wisconsin Legislature has not prioritized the various 
atbitral criteria contained in Section 111.70(4)(cml17l. of the 
Wisconsin Statutes, the comparuon crlterzon is normally the most 
important and persuasive of the various criteria, and the so- 
called intraindustry comparuon is normally regarded as the most 
itportant of the various comparisons. 

T;e primary intraindustry comparison group for use in these 
proceedings consists of the following counties: Columbia, 
Cfawford, Grant, Green, Iowa, Lafayette, Richland and Sauk. 

The proponent of change in the status quo ante must normally make 
a'very persuasive case for change, and the Employer, as the 
proponent of change in the areas of paid holidays and paid health 
usurance, bears both the burden of proof and the risk of non- 
persuasion. 

(9) The proposed changes in the areas of paid holidays and in 
employer paid health insurance represent changes in the 
negotiated status quo ante, and both, therefore, would 
normally require an appropriate quid pro guo. 

cb, The Employer has failed to establish the existence of an 
appropriate quid pro quo in support of its proposals, thus 
failing to fully meet the criteria normally required by 
interest arbitrators in determining the propriety of such 
proposed changes. 

I A$ recognized by both parties, the impasse over hours of work in 
the Land Conservation Office has become moot by virtue of the 
cpntents of the Union's final offer and by the passage of time. 
AFcordingly, arbitral consideration of this unpasse item does not 
f?vor the position of either party in the final offer selection 

-Yocess- 
Tpe effective date of the reclassifxatLon of the 
Secretary/Clerk/Typist position in the Child Support Office would 
be January 1, 1996 under either of the two final offers. 
AFcordingly, no impasse exists in this area and arbitral 
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consideration of this impasse item does not favor the position of 
either party in the final offer selectlo" process. 

(8) In connection with the impasse over paid holLdays, the following 
considerations are determinative: arbitral consideration of the 
internal compar~on crzterion favors the position of the Employer 
that a problem exLsts in connectron with the days on which paid 
holidays are to be celebrated, and that its proposal reasonably 
addresses the problem; its failure to propose and to identify an 
appropriate quid pro quo to offset the economic impact of its 
proposed changes in this area, however, requires an arbitral 
finding that the position of the Union is favored on this impasse 
item. 

(9) In connection with the impasses over continued payment of health 
insurance premiums by the Employer for part-time employees and for 
those on leaves of absence, the Employer's failure to propose and 
to identify an appropriate quid pro quo for its proposed changes 
in this area cannot be offset by arbitral consideration of the 
comparison criteria. 

Selection of Final Offer 

Based upon a careful consideration of the entire record in these 

proceedings, including arbitral consideration of all of the statutory criteria 

contained in Section 111.7014)(cmlC7L of the Wisconsin Statutes in addition to 

those elaborated upon above, the Impartial Arbitrator has prelrminarily 

concluded that the final offer of the Union is the more appropriate of the two 

frnai offers, and rt ~~11 be ordered Implemented by the parties. 
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. 

Based upon's careful consideration O f all O f the evidence and arguments, 

and a  review of all of the various arbitral criteria provided in Section 

111.70~4~(cm~f71 of the W isconsin Statutes, it is the decision of the 

Impartial Arbitrator that: 

(1) The final offer of the Union is the more appropriate of the two 
final offers before the Arbitrator. 

(2) Accordingly, the final offer of the Union, hereby incorporated by 
reference into this award, is ordered implemented by the parties. 

W ILLIAM W . PETRIE 
Impartial Arbitrator 

April 2, 1997 


